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THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
We t~~k #he special prayers of o~ r~IJii~s
d.mg the nnit few weeks for an mtmtJon
tii/4lUJ the f111U1e of tile Catholic Land Mot1e·
tll4flt.

out its own salvation. It was so injudicious as
to lead off by reprinting the two articles
referred to above. Big Business farming did
not seem to mind, and as Big Business faimets
are, on the whole, the only ones with enough
current leisure to air their views, they have
had quite a good show. But the silence of
the smaller farmers has not been without
doquence, and some of their opinions may
be summed up in the words of one of them"To Hell with the City." When they realise
that Sir Daniel Hall has no more use for
them than has The Economist, their reaction$
may be more violent still.
BRAVE NEW WORLD
It is rather disturbing to note that one of
the New Horizons is to be artificial insemination, to which we referred under this heading four years ago. In the interval, this
abomination has evidently been taken up by
the Royal Vderinary College, and its exponents are proceeding by the second Of the
modern trick9-that of assuming that pre>gressive methods will ensure its adoption.
No~ing could prove more conclusively the
divorce of commercial farming front the
decencies of the; land than the favourable

ken. ftom ~Crill large farmers. The rest
are- probably too zevolted to txpress uy
o_pruoos at all Qlrde to-day...o..()utselves 'tomocrow. LOOk out J

THE THU DERER
On the whole, The Times has been
reckoned among our enemies. But whether
because it is more intelligent, or because (what
JS perhaps the same thing) it sees the kind of
future imposed on the English by the hard
facts, Jt has been of late pleasantly accessible
to the saner half of the community.
In January a long correspondence on the
whole-meal loaf, and its imitations and
opponents, gave full weight to many important statements on its advantages. Towards
1ts final tages, Tlze Times itself came down
on the side of the angels in an editorial summary .
. The Government's delay in adjusting
pnces to the sorely needed increase in farm
wages; the commandeering of farms; the
merits of small-holdings, are other subjects on
l'{hich generous publicity has been given . On
r6th February, its Agricultural Correspondent used these remarkable words : A review
of farmers' taxation is now overdue to ensure
t!Jat, while the farmer who is making real
profits pays what he should, future production is not prejudiced by 1·egulations designed
for urban industry.
ANTITHESIS
Mr. Harcourt Johnstone, Secretary to the
Department of Overseas Trade, has announced pontifically that the industrial population
need not be alarmed by talk of cheap food.
He referred pointedly to the fact that farmers
had been guaranteed for twelve months after
the war. Mr. R. S. Hudson, on the other
hand, says that farmers hold a sacred trust in
war-time. He did not, however, contradict
the other bedtime story about twelve months.
What sort of a sacred post-war trust will it
be? Or should it be written Trust?
FINED FOR SABOT AGE
Noah Ray "admitted seven acts of sabotage: said he had been ill and wanted the
machinery to stop so that he could have a
rest." We are not in a position to assess the
justice of this defence. The real trouble is
that none of the Best People seem able to
realise that a man can possibly feel like that
about a machine. They had better try to
enter into his mind, or his job, or both.
THE DRAB SHORTS
The Economist is not keen on Dickens.
It has discovered with some pleasure that

\V:tlter Bagehot, its first editor, was not keen
on him either. But naturally. The world
D1ckens wanted was a world in which The
Economist would go out of business. Why
ur:l\v attention to the fact? There are many
people who still prefer Dickens, as there are
people who do not attach importance to Tf1e
Economist's complaint that the elder Mr.
Weller cannot be dated with any precision.
REI FORCEME TS
Mr. Arthur Bryant, who is proving admirably his right to succeed Mr. Chesterton,
devoted his columns in the October, 1941,
issues of the Illustrated London News to an
analysis of our real economic and social position after the war. The Best People and the
Planners. will not like it, because it supports
at all pomts the case presented in The Cmss
and The Plough. Mr. Bryant cannot be
ignored: it is within the bounds of possibility
that he will be followed.
THE HEDGE A D THE HORSE
The old proverb is also illustrated admirably by an article admitted to the august
pages of The Tablet. In its issue of 31st
January, Mr. E. F. Weiss has been allowed to
say with great distinction all that the Editor
of this organ has been reproved for saying.
We cannot quote as much as we should like
from this striking statement on our future,
but some extracts will indicate the radical
nature of the analysis.
"The last few decades, l10wever, have
given evidence that industrialisation has
reached its. ceiling: the capacity of tl1e markets
. ... Tlus world problem of unemployment,
once victory is achieved, must loom in tl1e
foreground of any new social order .. . ..
N eitl1er Capitalism nor Liberalism nor
Marxism can find tl1is solution, since they are
mseparable from their original sins: industrialisation and urbanisation, the very fosterers
of the disease . . . . only bitter drugs will
avail: limitation of industrial production,
autarky and rural re-settlement . . . Men
who, by the t!Jree-fold materialism of the
nineteent/1 century have been turned into
hopeless proletarians, need to be re-educated
to love their own fields and homes, and thus
be freed from uncertainty and that perpetual
fear of the future which blights the existence
of all those who have forsaken the life-giving
soil."
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BEYOND OUR SUNSET
By THE REV. W. P. WITCUTT, LL.B.

I

DUSTRIALISM has been defined as the
exploitation of the inorg~nic; it .is t~e
relentless exploitation of the nches which lie
beneath the earth's surface, the metals, the
coal and the oil-irreplaceable riches these.
It i; this and more, for it also exploits t.he
organic and destroys it. Not. content With
wasting our irreplaceable heritage of m~tal
and coal it has, at the call of the profit-motive,
wasted ~he very soil itself, the fruitful soil.
We are only just becoming aware of the devastation it has caused in this province, the fearful soil-erosion which has spread over most
of the world.
Sufficient attention has not been called to
the tremendous wastage of mineral wealth
caused by Industrialism, at first by the urge
for profit, the gain-spirit, now by the economics of war, the power-spirit.
As tile Lord God makes bread grow from
seed in the soil, so, when He created the
world, He hid for us in the depth of the
earth treasures , metals and precious stones, so
they may be mined by man for his needs, for
lu's works, and for his progress." (Pius XII).
These metals were meant to last for all
time at a reasonable rate of usage, until the
end of the world.
ow, so great has been
the colossal waste, it looks as if we shall h:we
a revert to a new stone age before the world
is done, for the supply of metals will be exhausted. Lust for power and greed of gain,
they have devastated the world. At the back
of both lies the arrogance of modern man,
well-expressed by Fichte, the proto-Nazi,
when he placed the end and purpose of man,
bereft of the hope of immortality, in the
conquest of nature, its cruel exploitation, the
bending of it to the clear intellect and remorseless will of man. •
"For the human spirit overwhelmed in this moral abyss, in this atmosphere of alienation from God and de-Christianisation, no
other course remained than of turning to
profits and great enterprises .. . to a boundless demand for increased production of goods
or power .. . ." (Pius Xll).
• Bestimmung des Mensch en. Even the earthquake and the hurricane will !n the end yield
before us, sang Fiohte. For Man is God.

Ma n turned from God to the conquest f
the earth, the penetration of nature 's secre~
the destin y "to bring the whole world of se 5'
under the lordsh.ip of . reason" (Fich~)~
Whence the worship of Science. Science w
the new religion which would bring us tlas
mastery of all th ings. A tearing, graspi n 1 ~
arrogant dcmc to accompli h all thinl
possess all things. Men like gods.
s,
God placed man as ruler over the earth
that is true, to sow it and to plant it, to mak'
it beautiful, to tend it carefully, to penetratee
as much as he was able, its secrets. Uncle'
God, with His help, this could have bee~
done, humbly, with a deep respect for the
inferior things, as creatures of God. But whe
this was .attempted without God, what ha;
pened?
•
The end, the purpose of man, is to possess
God, the eternal Fount of Wisdom and everlasting Beauty, who alone can satisfy his
desires. When man turned to the conques~
of nature without God all this vast unfulfill ed
desire ( un sat isfiable by. any creature) was
turned towards the things of this world.
Riches and power without end, that is what
men sought.
. ·whence first, the colossal wastage of the
nches of the earth. Most terrible of all, the
destruction of the good soil itself at the call
of profit. Secondly, the conflict between m an
and m a n, the clash of insatiable desires. W ar,
modern war, that filthiest of things.
How to escape from all this?
By remembering th at first principle, beloved both of classical savants and scholastic
theologians : verae divitiae tollere indigentiam : _true rich es arc the taking away of need,
above IS superAuity. And superfluity, superabundance of posse ions, is unnecessary care.
If we turn again to God we shall find peace,
as calm sunlight follows storm.
What is the end of man? The possession
of ~od. Ho~ to obtain that possession? By
a virtuous life upon earth. Our insatiable
desire fixed up?n that which alone can satisfy
It-what Marxwns call the opium of the hope

Bureaucracy and Big Business:ttWe have no wish to InJUre the Small Man"
of eternal life; that earthly striving which at
present destroys happiness will disappear. We
shall not want riches and power. We shall
forsake the lust after profits which reduces
our fellows to beggary and devastates the
earth; we shall forsake that lust for power
which blasts cities and in the name of race or
nation commits millionfold murder.
Men will go forth to cultivate the earth,
not seeking rapaciously to tear profits from it,
but seeking a living for themselves and for
their fellows with whom they exchange
goods, "capable colonies of agricultural workers, on that surface which God created and
prepared for the use of all" (Pius XII).
Siberia, Brazil, Texas-there is room there
for millions vet; not for those who as wouldbe conq uero;s, will find but soi l enough for
graves, but humble and peaceful peasantsettlers. There is land, too, half-cultivated, in
this England of ours.

God is just, and the milita rist murdererin-chief but destroys his race. The meek shall
inherit the earth. When the Prussians are all
fallen in battle, and the Yankees in their
cities perish by birth-control, the FrenchCanadians will still be colonising
orth
America.

· TRIOLET
"Change fell upon it."-Sir A. Daniel Hall,
as reported elsewl1ere
Change fell upon it
And ran with the boodle.
They all insist on it
That change fell upon it.
If closely we con it
The word rightly viewed'll
Be 'Change fell upon it
And ran with the boodle.
-H.R.

ORDER OF BATTLE: X
THE LAND MINE
~rfare is a nasty business.
M ODERN
Probably there would be _general agree-

How fa r the meclwnism of this operation
was due to intelligence, and how fa r to brute
g reed, we sha_ll never know. At an y rate, the
device was s1mplc. The appalling thinness
of the populations overseas worked against
organic a_nd close se_ttlement: the poverty of
the la nd mel£, and Jts exposure to occasion al
drought, fo rbade by the primary laws of husbandry any cropping for export. The two
rogether, and the imperat~ve demamls of the
C ity of London (followed by other equally
imperative demands from other gold lords as
the good news spread) ensured a situation
which had been unknown to m ankind since
the Romans made the deserts of Libya, and a
forgotten people the desert of Gobi.
These men, or to be scientifically exact
these monsters of iniquity, did better than th~
younger Pitt. They bled into exhaustion a
ew World to redress the unbala nce of the
Old. They did even better than the Bourbons: they forgot everything: and re-learned
the ancient sin.
Within two or at most three generations,
the very capital stuff of the e new soils had
been drained from them and sent to the urban
populations. The facts are well known : they
cannot he repeated too often, for they a.e the
stuff of the chief problem of the world,
transcending in importance even the disaster
of a world in arms which is now upon us.
The war will pass : the eroded soils of
America, Africa, Australia and Russia will
remain eroded for a thousand years. The scale
of it is beyond imagination. It is known that
half the cultivable area of the United States
is destroyed or g ravely damaged by erosion.
The learned authors of The Rape of The
Earth have put on record that in more than
one continent the loss, though unsurveyed,
must be graver still. They have put on record,
al o, that the greatest instrument of this rape
has been the Power Tractor.
To this world, living on the last of its
capital wealth like any raffish prodigal, the
chickens began to come home to roost. The
monstrous shocks to the rh ythm of human
life set up by the great machines began to
g ive up their dead a nd their m aimed. Some

ment, by those who have seen Jts ~ffects, that
the nastiest thing about it, so far, JS the Land
Mine.
The Land Mine affronts all laws, even
the laws of war. It cannot be aimed, for it is
released from a great height attache~ to a
parachute. It drif~s down ~t the capnce of
air currents. It stnkes a va!Jd target only by
accident, and it is addicted chiefly to the
wholesale destruction of small homes. Lastly,
it evokes a reaction fatal to the purpose of its
users.
Such a Land Mine has been dropped
upon us; it must be considered in some detail
here.
In order to see this outrage in its proper
setting, we must consider first what are . the
essential factors in any honest assessment of
the tuture of the land in England. Assuming
(what no man would dare to deny in public)
that the purpose of the land is to ensure the
good estate of the people of this realm, we are
confronted by certain dominant considerations.
The full industrialisation of the English
people was decided on by the secret rulers
some generations ago. Not by accident, but
by an intelligence as keen as it was unscrupulous, this was seen to involve, not only the
exploitation of England as the Workshop of
the World, but the murder of her agriculture.
The latter process was essential for two
reasons: payment for our machine products,
and usury on that portion of the profits left
to lie abroad as investments, could be m ade,
on the whole, only in the form of foodstuffs
and other organic products. Exotic tropical
fruits and oils were among them : but among
them also were wheat, wool, butter and meat
which the land and climate of England, by
the demonstration of two thousand years,
were well able to supply. English agriculture
had therefore to be murdered, and this again,
not only for the reason given, but also to
eliminate from the national mind any substantial incentive to escape from the slums of
.{.eeds and Birmingham.
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millions o( the Engli h learned that Industrialism had no further usc for them. They
rotted and despaired for twenty years.

a home. For all these reasons, and regardless
of the foul heresy which for some curious
reason is known as orthodox economics, land
settlement in E ngland, on a basis of small
farms in community, is imposed upon our
race.
These things have been described in
o
general terms for the sake . of brevity.
statement made here but could be proved to
demonstration, and the case admits of no
contradiction in morals, in common sense, or
in social principle.
But notwithstanding the impressive testimony quoted often in these pages, it must
not be supposed that only men of goodwill
are awake, or that the R ich are unconscious
of their peril.
For a number of years, the fi na ncial corporations which infest England have been
conscious of the need of standing from under.
Characteristically, they have allowed no laws
of economics to weigh with them. (W hy
should they? They are the people who invent
the laws of economics, and their university
lackeys find the panoply of argument for
them). The Insurance Corporations, the
Bank , Financial Trusts, have acq uired within
the last twenty years a great deal of the soil
of England. To these considerable estates
must be added tl1e mysterious recent growth
of the Crown Lands holdings, totalling
350,000 acres, and the Forestry Commission
(which has acquired 1,2oo,ooo acre in tl1e
last twenty ye:.~rs and planted only 385,ooo).
There are other ramifications which must not
detain us, such as the Agricultural Mortgage
Corporation, whose beneficent operations during the last fe w years have enabled them to
foreclose on about twenty thousand acres.

We m ust not pause here to consider the
peculiarly vile and callous indifTerence shown
by the City o( London and l3ig Business towards their victims. It m ust be enough to
remind ourselves that with a frigid meanness
alien even tO the prodigal, they would not
even let the people go. With the land of
England falling into ruin round them, they
placed ever y obstacle in the way of enabling
the unemployed and the depressed farm
workers to return to the immemorial livelihood of the English. It shall not be forgiven
them .
Ma ny perils confront us. There is, for
example, the peril of Communism. But Mr.
Chesterton, Jeprecating on one occasion too
exclusive an atten tion to that particular system, said " I know at least three beastlier
things." He did not say what they were, but
I have always been sure that the small number
of very rich men called the City of London
was one of them. Upon no consideration
tion whatever must that domination be
allowed to return.
One other set of facts is pertinent. It is
agreed by all the authorities that apart from
it essential social advantages, the m aximum
output from permanently fertilised land is
obtained from "close" settlement in small
units. That is, a land covered by small farms,
small-holdings, call them what you will, produces more food than does extensive mechanised (arming. Peasan t fa rmers have never
made a desert: mechanised corporation farm
-the modern latifu ndia-do it as quicklyand more often-than they pay their dividends.
We have, therefore, a problem in E ngland of few but clear components. V.l e are
constrained to revert to the fullest use of our
own land (apart altogether from the perils
disclosed by the German blockade), because
the outer lands which have fed us will not
feed our oH age or our children : because the
father and mother of all trade slumps will hit
us within the next few years: because our
people, and our fighting men, cannot_ be
allowed to return to idleness and degradatwn,
but must be given hope, a competence and

The Rich, who have sucked dry the
orange of the world, are now remembering
something they forgot when they embarked
on that operation. England's land has not
been sucked. The maller farmers who made
their job a personal matter were economically
unimportant, and were overlooked . T hey
have been able, by the obstinate maintenance
of a pre-industrial ethic, to maintain relatively
unimp:.~ired that ferti li ty which is our chief
T hat orange may be
remaining capital.
slightly mouldy, but it is an orange and
unsucked.
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bctt.cr, h:1s joined the eager throng. The only
spoli-sport, up to the present, seems to be an
inarticulate Tom Pearce, whose grey mare is
en pnse.
Sir Daniel Hall is probably our foremost
authority on the deta ils of commercial farming. I-le has no cla im to, and certainly makes
no pretence of cla iming, any equipment in
philo ophy, in general economics or social
history. If its tota l absence from this book be
sig ni ficant, he knows nothing of world conditions. There is, for example, no appreciation that the relations between home and
imported food are necessarily on the point of
cha nging radically, and in the whole book
there is only one casual reference to soil
erosion, and that i made to support the
virtues of land nationali sation (p. 200).
It will be clear that any tandard work
on such a subject a nd with such a title, de~
m ands all these qualifications. A book so
fra nkl y without them would not justify the
generJI attention or lengthy treatment in
these pages, but for the fact, indicated above,
that the book forms only the spearhead of a
planned and widening offensive. In that
sense, a nd because it adopts nearly all the
stale old cliches which The Economist still
delights to honour, it will be discussed here.
Three points emerge from Sir Daniel's
In trod uction :
1.- " I lwve lived long enoug/2 to have
known that golden age and its old
farmers who were proud of their craft
and jealo~s of tl1eir Land. Their easy,
siow-movmg world seems to us now in
every way desirable, but change fell
upon it and nothing can put the clock
back-"
To say, of a man who has been swindled
out of his livelihood, that "change fell u pon
him," is what the Americans call a new low
in understatement. But really, it should be
m ade a punishable offence to say nowadays
th::tt we can't put back the clock. In God's
n ame, w hat are we doing with civilisation as
he writes?
2.-"The County War Agricultu1·ai
Committees have been learning that a
good many farmers ought to be relieved
of their holdings and they have found
how much derelict and neglected land
there is to be reclaimed."

It is now to receive the attention of the
Rich.
On a famous occasion Lenin is reported
to have said that any capitalist would sell his
soul for immediate gain. The Rich are proposing to sell something more valuable. They
propose to sell US.
We are now in a position to assess the
enormity of the outrage to which reference
was made in our opening sentences.
Upon such an England as we h.ave described has been dropped a Land Mme. Its
usc is irrelevant at best, and destructive at
worst, to the needs of the fut ure, on any
avowable basis, but it has been dropped, and
.
it is up to us to prevent the blast.
The Mine itself con ists of a book wntte'1
by Sir A. Daniel Hall , with the title of
Reconstruction and The Land . We can only
speculate on the crew of the captain's gig who
released it. But (not to press the analogy too
far) it was g reeted with suspiciously prompt
applause by all the Best People. Some, in
fact, applauded before the book was published. Its thesis is that the agricultural la nd of
this country must be nationalised so that it
may cease, by instalments, to have its present
appearance and character, and be recast into
modern units of about four thousand acres.
These units will be fully mechanised and
will give a character to the whole of the new
system, with some window-dressing exceptions for small-holdings a nd the smaller types
of farm, in districts where the four thousand
yard-stick cannot be laid horizontally.
The provenance of the applause is of
great interest. The Countryman (of course)
is delighted. City Editors, admitting cheerfull y that they know nothing of farming, are
all over it. The Economist is (for the Economist) almost indecentl y excited. The responsible spokesmen of the two Agricultural
Workers' Unions hold it to be just what the
doctor ordered. (These last, probably, see
Cpllective farms just over the horizon). Lord
Addison and Professor Scott W atson (may
one say?) have pontificated. Our Agricultural Correspondents in many newspapers are
sailing before the favourable breeze, and during a recent discussion in The Farmers'
Weekly all the farmers of 4,000 acres and over
seemed to be deeply impressed. Even Uncle
Tom Cobley, who is old enough to know
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This, he says, is to be said in favour of
his proposals. It would appear to be a stronger
argument for hang1ng the persons responsible.
Sir Daniel gives no hint of their identity. We
can supply the deficiency in due course.
3.-"My argument is based upon the
normal state of farm ing before 1939."
The operative word is normal. Evidently
Sir Daniel wishes us to asse s the value of his
proposals as against that normality. But no
man who can use such a word of pre-1939
farming is equipped to advance remedies.
These three extracts from a short summary of just over two pages give the clue to
the book. The author is still mentally in the
pre-1939 world. As we have said before, it is
dead, and stinketh.
The next point of interest is our old
friend subsidies, and since they form part of
the argument presented they must be discussed.
Sir D aniel gives the net output of Briti h
Agriculture as £2oo,ooo,ooo a year. This
figure is almost certainly too low, but let it
pass (p. 39). On page 42 he gives a schedule
of annual state subsidies which alone have
enabled agriculture to survive. The total is
£41,000,000.
As with so many of the type, Sir Daniel
gives the impression that this amount confers
on agriculture a position of privilege towards
the public, and of inferiority towards a robust
and fully economic industrialism.
Let us analy_se. Of the total, £17,ooo,ooo
is relief of rating on land and buildings which
dates from the de-rating ramp of 1925 and
which Agriculture shares with Industry. In
that year the whole cost of industrial and agricultural rating alike was passed on to the
consumers.
So far, no special privilege. £2,30o,ooo
are in respect of the Land Fertility Scheme,
ploughing up bonus, etc., and should be regarded as a mere instalment of restitution in
respect of the previous artificial depressions
and swindling . These sums, with other small
items, make _up half the tptal. The balance
represents ro /'0 on net output, and if anybody
supposes that British Industrialism is getting
less than 10% protection from the duties on
Industrial Imports imposed since 1931, he is
simpler than any citizen has any right to be.

So much for the inferiority complex. We
cannot discuss in detail Sir Daniel's lengthy
analysis of Farm Outputs. Readers of The
Cross and The Ploug/1 are familiar with the
~act that production per acre, on the whole, is
mversely proportional to the size of the holding. Sir Daniel's figures agree; on page so,
for example, he shows that of two groups of
farms the smaller had an output of £852 per
hundred acres, as compared with £523 for
the group of larger farms. The difference is
of the astonishing order of 6o% in favour of
the smaller group, but it fails to deflect the
author.
"The farmers of the newer countries,"
says Sir Daniel on page 90, "would agree that
the test of efficiency is ~ot the am ount per
acre, but the amount that can be grown with
one man's labou r." Evidently he approves.
Does he approv~ also of their bankruptcy?'
This statement of values vitiates any conclusion for our own country, for the reasons
given above.
On page III Sir Daniel complains
bitterly that the organisation of our farms has
no relation to that of "other industries with
a graded managerial staff." We thank him
for that illuminating word.
Chapter 7, passim, adduce both L and
Reclamation and L and Drainage as possible
only if the land be nationalised. This is sheer
nonsense. All the substantial reclamation
and drainage in England were carried out
without nationalisation, and, for that matter,
without mechanisation either. It is precisely
the machine age which has made both unor is it in accordance with
profitable.
common sense to hold that these operations
would give the State a moral right to acquire
the land. Every Office and Bank and Factory
in England has to be drained by the public
authority, and failing it would have to close
down. But no one has concluded from this
interesting circumstance that Offices and
Banks and Factories ought to be nationalised.
The land nationalised, is not to be farmed
from Whitehall. An Agricultural D evelopment Corporation is to recast the farms into
units of some 4,000 acres (with the reservations mentioned above). Lick them into
shape, and then hand them over to the State
Tenancy of persons or corporations whose
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fronts us is not his fa ult. It is, ultimately,
the fa ult of the smart alec who first described
agriculture as an Indu stry. That enormous
concession to Mammon once m ade, it cou ld
be only a question of time before husbandry
was assimi lated to Big Business. But our hostility must be felt by all the lackeys of Mammon. We must see to it th at at this crisis in
our race, when all we understand by England
is threatened wnh final destruction from
within, any publicist or politician who makes
serious attempt to bring that disaster to pass
sha ll be put upon hi s trial for high treason.

notions on managers, sub-managers and
profits meet with their approval. On pages
21 6 and 229 he expressly discourages ~ny hope
that existing farmers w1ll be found su 1 ~ab~e for
the new uni ts. These w1ll be ru_n, 1t JS expressly indicated (p. 221) by cand1dat~s fro~
''Agricultural Colleges and Farm Institutes .
(Applause from Oxford and Reading):
But Colleges and Institutes, as IS well
known cannot produce farmers. They can
produc~ only ~raduate~ in Chemistry ~nd
Biology, and thJs, really, IS not the same thmg.
He takes it for granted th at the Marketing Boards were set up for the benefit of producers, whereas everybody knows that they
were set up primarily for the benefit of Banks
and (at a respectful distance) La ndlor~ s .
It is also expressly stated that the mcreased costs which he cannot but envisage from
operations in this Scott-Watsonian paradise is
to be borne by the consumer (p. 243).
It is tempting to discuss the rows and feuds
which will occur between Sir Daniel, The
Labour Party, The Best People, an~ 'T_I1e
Economist, on the details of the orgamsauon
he proposes. An ancient proverb may save
us. We must refrain, and leave this entrancing scene. Our own main conclusions may
be summarised as follows : 1.-The English peril demands close land
settlement with relative disregard of manoutput, since size and· mechanisation
reduce total output and our need is to increase it.
2.-The English scene must indeed be
changed, but the change must start from
the top. The first to go must be the large
anti-social mechanised farmers, and probably it will never be necessary to interfere
with the 1-200 acre farmer who is the
cream of his profession.
3.-Agricultural bureaucracy, so far from
expanding, must disappear. The m agic
of diffused ownership must replace the
magic of "managerial status" and artificial manures.
4.-Communities and co-operation can and
must replace bureaucracy. The State must
indeed protect agriculture as our most
vital asset. It can be done, without
stifling ourselves.
It would be a pity to end on a note of
entire hostility to Sir Daniel Hall.
o doubt
he means very well, and the position that con-

TOTE.- The following articles in earlier
issues of The Cmss and The Plough bear
particularly on the present subject:Break Up The L arge Farms : by K. L. Kenrick; Michaelmas 1934.
The Bosworth Scheme..; Christmas 1936.
Babylon Insolve nt: by The Rev. W. P.
Witcutt, LL.B.; Christmas 1937.
Plain Letters for Plain Men; Ladyday 1938.
Famine in England; SS. Peter & Paul 1938 .
A Scheme for National Safety; Martinmas
1938.
A Plan for Just Agricultural Prices; SS. Peter
& Paul 1939·
The Destruction of England; Michaelmas
1939·
The Attack on Land Settlement; Ladyday
1940.
England and The F armer; Michaelmas 1941.

The preaching of contentment is in disrepute, well deserved in so· far that the moral
is really quite inapplicable to the anarchy and
insane peril of our tali and toppling cities.
Content suggests some kind of security; and
it is not strange that our workers should often
think about ri ing above their position, since
they have so continually to think about sinking below it. The philanthropist who urges
the poor to saving and simple plea ures deserves all the derision he gets. To advise
people to be content with what they have got
may or may not be sound moral philosophy.
But to urge people to be content with
what they haven't got is a piece of impudence
hard for even the English poor to pardon . . .
-From "A Shilling for my Thoughts"
by G. K. Chesterton.
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A SHORT-SIGHTED LAND
POLICY?
By C. J. WOOLLEN
a yea r ago the Minister of AgriculO VEtureR promised
that the present system of

That i · a result which i not likely to
show itself in wartime, when work is plentiful. Moreover, the object of keeping down
food prices by subsidies is to prevent "inAation."
There has been from the first a good deal
of criticism of the Government's subsidy
policy. Even in Parliament the suggestion
was made that it was "a financial cover for
economic mistakes."
or has it been proved
that the g ranting of subsidies has served the
purpose intended. rot only have food prices
risen still further, but wages have risen: a
clear proof that the prices of necessities-of
which food is the chief-have risen beyond
the original capacity of the working-man's
purse to pay for them. The subsidies themselves, moreover, have been continually increasing, and wage-earners are finding they
need still more money in order to pay their
taxes.
Instead of g ranting subsidies to keep
food prices down, why not from the first
allow an all-round rise in wages sufficient to
pa y for the higher price of food; merely using
Government food control administration to
prevent profiteering? That should considerably reduce administration expenses, and the
total cost of their food to the public would in
effect be lower . . They say, of course, that the
adoption of this method would result in the
"inflation" they are trying to prevent.
But why? Why should the paying of
the right price for food, even if it means being
paid higher wages, cause inflation any more
than the paying of the wrong price, and
making up the difference and a bit more besides by paying increased taxes? The farmers,
either way, receive the same amount; and if
there is an inAation it would seem to be under
the subsidy system, which involves a wastage
for administration expenses-a putting into
circulation money for which there is no compensatory return to the consumer.
They will say in reply that if there is a
general rise in wages, there will be a s:ill
further rise in prices. Wages are an admmistrative cost which must be added to the

fixed prices and an assured market for the
far mers would be maintained for the duration
of hostilities and for at least one year afterwards. More recently he has said that "something approaching" our present output of
food must be kept up "for many years" after
the war.
He implied that as long as there is danger
of famine, food production at home must
continue. But what is to happen when the
immediate danger is past? Is the whole sorry
game that finance has played for the best part
of a century to be revived? Is home food production to be squeezed out again in order to
provide the financiers with dividends by way
of imported food?
That depends on the economic policy of
the Government after the war; and that, at
present, cannot be foretold. The subsidies
now being paid to keep down food prices are
enormous. They amount to nearly £2,ooo,ooo
a week, besides those to which the Government was committed before the war. This
huge figure has, of course, to be met by the
tax payer. Instead of a higher price for food,
the consumers in the aggregate pay a lower
price and the amount of the subsidy. They
actually pay TJlOre for their food in the end,
because food control necessitates bureaucratic
expense which must also be paid for by the
taxpayer.
·
Paying for the people's food partly by
taxation has the apparent advantage that the
cost of it is spread over the community proportionately to income. The poor on the face
of it are not taxed as heavily as the rich. And
subsidies recovered by taxes mean that the
rich man is helping to pay for the poor man's
food. Against this it must be remembered
that taxes have a way of being "passed on."
Sooner or later they filter through to the
"under-dog." He it is who has to bear them
in essence, even to the extent sometimes of
losing his job altogether because the large taxpayer can no longer afford to keep him in
employment.
II

price of the articl es produced, so. tl_1 at .when
each article reaches the consumer It 1s s!Jg htl y
hig her for ever y ri se in wages given to the
men who helped to produce it. T axes, on th e
other hand, are paid out of profi ts. That is
why taxes paid by producers to n:e~ t, am o n g~t
other things, Government subs1d1es, do not
find their way on to the price ticket of the
commodity produced, while increases of
wages do. And if prices are to rise to include
wage increases, the wage-earners will demand
yet further increases to meet the higher prices,
and so the process continues. We get, the y
say, the "vicious spiral," which they contend
was the cause of so much of the economic
trouble after the war of 1914-I918.
It may be remarked that the "vicious
spiral" can hardly have been responsible for
all that is laid at its door, if only because a
spiral is not vicious. It is, in fact, the opposite
to vicious, for it provides an escape by going
higher up. What is vicious is the greed that
makes the ascent of prices so steep that the
consumer cannot catch up with them. And
it is this greed that any Government is bound
in justice to check.
The argument that a higher wages cost
will increase prices is perfectly \'- a lid; but the
argument that increased taxation avoids an
increase in prices is not. The increase in
wages has now gone far beyond the amount
necessary to meet an initial rise in food prices,
an indication perhaps that there is a spiral.
But taxation obviou ly ministers to it; for not
only does it directly increase prices, as when
in the form of the purchase tax, but it also
provides an excuse for profiteering, which no
one can deny is rife.
The "orthodox" economists, while applauding subsidies have boasted that they are
not orthodox economics. So "die-hard" a
paper as the Observer could say some time ago
that the Government' policy, as manifested
by the subsidies, "is not fettered by economic
orthodoxy." But surely to approve of a departure from economic orthodoxy is to admit
that economic orthodoxy is not economic;
that it has failed.
Nevertheless, their only reason for departing from it is in order to maintain it. The

fi nancial expert usc the spectre of " inAation "
to f rig hten n a ~ional finance into keeping itself

under the w mg of the established. moneypower. It IS the Bogey Man wh1ch 1s trotted
9ut wh enever Governmental policy seem to
he going ofT the " orthodox" rails.
" Economic expert , " says Douglas Jay in
" W/10 Is To Pay For The War ?" (Kcgan
Paul, 1941) "would do the public a better
~~rvic~ if, instead o.f perpetually denouncing
mflatton as a hornble and almost incomprehensible plague to be regarded with superstitiOus dread, they explained just how the
process works and which aspect of it ought to
be controlled."
There is a true inAation which is necessary and desirable. It is demanded in the
~rst place b~ the natural increase of populatton. The b1rth of babies leads to an increase
of demand for commodities of all kinds.
Were there not to be a gradual increase in
demand, the larger number of articles demanded would have to be sold for the same
amount of money that was in circulation
before the dema nd in creased. They could
only be sold at prices th at were uneconomic
to the manufacturer . or supplier. True
inAation is also a necessary accompaniment of
the progressive demands that "progress" ha s
made necessary. More and more people each
year require vacuum cleaners and household
work-saving gadgets, as well as motor cars.
There must be a continually increasing currency to supply all the money that goes to buy
these and the like. "Progressive" currency
dema nds, however, in wartime have been
swamped by the all-embracing demand for
munitions of war. But the major demand is
always for food, and the primary necessity of
producing it, brought home by the war,
points to the simple agricultural life as the
true progressive culture.
True inAation has been falsified and
parodied by the bankers. InAation is effected
whenever they make a book entry to allow an
overdraft. They have acquired the power to
expand and contract the currency at will, and
o to manipulate markets. It is the banks
which originate new money, and they do so
by making it a debt to themselves.

Th e fin a nciers are desperately concerned
that 1nflauonar y J?Owcr shall be kept in their
hand s. Th e sellmg of foreign securities to
bring into the country large supplies has
tended to destroy for them profitable m arke ts
for investmen t. Against this, they are gradually secunng a stronger grip than ever on
hom e ag riculture. The Mini stry of Agriculture has advi sed farmers to borrow money to
buy cows, sheep or other stock on the plea
that "most successful industries are conducted
on. peri.odical overdrafts." The Ministry
na1vely 1gnorcs the pass to which "successful
indu stry" on those lines ha brought the
world. A.nd the banks have characteristically
made capital out of the needs of the nation
by demanding a rate of interest of five per
cent. from the farmers, in spite of the che1p
money now prevailing.

If finance .is still to reign after the war,
and home agnculture to advance, subsidies
would need to be continued. Many foreign
money markets will by then no doubt have
been lost to British finance, but new ones will
as surely be sought. A market for exports
will have to be counterbalanced by all kinds
of imports. Without subsidies home produced
food could not compete with cheap foreign
imports.
It is true that such imports need not be
food imports. The restriction of food imports
i one that was tackled by the Government
before the war; since 1934, for instance, the
reduction of imports of bacon. But the method
is clumsy and actually uneconomic. And the
danger of all this restriction and subsidy business is that it may be withdrawn at any
moment in the interests of finance to the ruin
of home agriculture.
The fact is you cannot study the interests
of finance and at the same time feed folk
cheaply, or even sufficiently. For finance is
only interested in breeding compound
interest, whereas food is the primary necessity
and must be had at the lowest possible cost
to the consumer. That is only secured when
people live close to the soil, and middlemen
are squeezed out of the landscape.
The need, all the more after the war, is
not for food control so much as finance control. Without it there can be no revival of
agriculture. The Ministry of Agriculture

needs a vi sion that will penetrate farther than
a few, or even "many," years after the war;
It needs to sec a land of fertile fields, freed for '
ever from bondage to the greed that has exposed the populace to the risk of starvation.

LADY DAY, 1942
In the world's dark midnight came
Down to Nazareth the lowly
Gabriel messenger of God
Unto MarJ maiden holy.
Mary's lips the answer frame
God's most holy will adoring.
Straight from Heaven earthward flowed
Answer to mankind's imploring.
Christ Redeemer Mary bore,
Hope and L1ght and Life unending
Very God and very man,
'
Agelong chains asunder rending.
To our England, thine of yore,
Reft from thee by Mammon's scions,
Queen of Heaven, come again;
Save thy dowry from the lions.
Rule thy rescued land once more,
Hand and heart and home renewing:
Clothe thy ransomed fields with grain,
All the spoiler's waste undoing.

·

-H. E. G. RoPE

.
Occasionally he amused himself by gettmg up cautiOusly and watching the ploughman and his team and their attendant train
of greedily inquisitive rooks. And he remembered Hardy's poem, and the thought came
to him that here indeed was the one lasting
reality, the man and the plough; and that all
else was but superstructure, and to some
extent a superfluity. Whether I get to Charneck or not, he thought, the same man will
drive his plough over the same field. A
thousand years hence, maybe in the dawn of
some civilisation now undreamt of, a man
will follow his team and break the earth and
go home tired and contented at the end of it.

-Laurence W. M eynell in The Door in the
Wall.

THE POPE ON MECHANISTIC
SOCIETY
I

the modern vacuum which thus ensued,
in this atmosphere of alienation_ fr?m
God and de-Christianization, the thmkmg
and planning, judgment and_ a~ti?ns of men
were bound to become matenaltstJc and onesided, to strive for mere greatness and_ expansion of space, a boundless demand for mcreased possession of goods or power, a _race for a
quicker, richer and better productJOn _of all
things which appeared to be conducJve to
material evolution and progress. These very
symptoms appear in politics a~ ~n ~nlimited
demand for expansion and polltlcal mfluence
without regard to moral standards: I
ECO OMIC LIFE THEY ARE REPRESE TED BY THE PREDOMI A CE
OF MAMMOTH CO CER S AND
TRUSTS, I THE SOCIAL SPHERE IT
IS THE AGGLOMERA TIO OF HUGE
POPULATIO S IN CITIES AND I
THE DISTRICTS DOMI A TED BY
INDUSTRY A D TRADE, AN AGGLOMERATIO
THAT IS ACCOMPA lED BY THE COMPLETE UPROOT! G OF THE MASSES WHO
HAVE LOST THEIR ST A DARDS OF
LIFE, HOME, WORK, LOVE A - D
HATRED. BY THIS NEW CO CEPTIO OF THOUGHT A D LIFE, ALL
IDEAS OF SOCIAL LIFE HAVE BEE
IMPREG A TED WITH A PURELY
MECHA ISTIC CHARACTER.
With the increasing lack of restraint, outward compulsion and domination purely
founded on power seemed to prevail upon
the forces of order, which established the
relations of law and charity in their natural
and supernatural foundations as they had
been laid down by God. To the detriment of
human dignity and personality, as well as
society, the conception makes headway that it
is might which creates right. Thus private
property is being abused on the one hand as
a means of exploitation, on the other hand as
a reason for envy, revolt and hatred. The
organization ensuing therefrom is being ex-

ploited in a struggle of inter:sts which is
being waged wnhout any restramt.
In some countries a political conception
which is godless and hostile to Christ has,
with many tentacles, achieved a complete
absorption of the individual so that it can
hardly be said that there is any longer any
independence, either in private or political
life. Can anyone be surprised if this farreaching negation. of all Christia n principles
leads to a clash of the inward and outward
tensions arising from that way of thinking,
if it leads to a catastrophic an nihilation of
human lives and goods ::1s we are witnessing
to-day with horror? The war which is the
sad result of the circumstances described will
never be able to stop this evil development.
On the contrary, the war accelerates :1nd
::~ccentuates this ~vol uti on the longer it lasts,
and increases the greatness and incurabi lity of
the general collapse.
THE BENEFICIE T SOURCES
obody should think that by indicting
the m::1terialism of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries we intend to blame technical
progress.
o, we do not indict what fund::~
mentally is a gift of God; for, as the Lord
God makes the bread growing from earth and
soil. so, when He created the world He hid
for us in the depth of the earth treasures,
metals, and precious stones, so that they may
be mined by man to fend for his needs, for
his works, a nd for his progress. The Church,
the mother of so man y European Universities,
gathers to-day, as she always did, the most
prominent scientists; but she is well aware
that man can use every good entru ted to
him, even the freedom of will, either for
good or for evil. Thus the spirit and the direction in which technical progress has been
used has now resulted in science having to
expiate its own errors. Science bas been
misused for destruction, and, in fact, it destroys to-day the very buildings that it yesterday proudly erected. In view of the greatness

f he disaster which has overtaken mankind,

~hetre

can be only one solution: Back _to the
rs
from which innumerable generatiOns of
aIta .
. d h
I
faithful ancestors receive
t e mora
ou~'er to master their life's ta k. Back to the
Pf ~ h in God in the light of which each indiv·
fi n d t he1r
· proper
·dall al and each commumty
1 uasure of rirrht and duty. Back to the iron
me ndation ofb a social or der w h.JC h , m
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· 1
fou
.
I I .
life as well as in intern atwna re at1ons, precludes the ab use of freedom as much as the
abuse of force. The appeal for the return to
h Sources of welfare must be pronounced
t e
h
.
1 dly and un an imously, a return tot e wise
oud unshakable norms of a social order which,
an
·
· 1
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· port erect an efficacious arner agamst t he
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.
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abuse of liberty and agamst t e mtsuse o
power. But a recall to these ben~ficent
sources must be especially loud, persistent,
and universal, in that hour when the ~ld order
will be about to give way and cede Its place
to the new.

-Pope Pius XII, in his Allocution
on Christmas Eve, 1941.

EDITORIAL NOTE.-The opening
sentences of the last parag_r~ph af}o~d a w_elcome opportunity of explammg a pomt W~tc(t
should need no explanation. So ~nechanzstzc
are our habits of mind, so entzre~y do we
eliminate morals whenever we conszder tec!lnique and economics, that many Catholics
will conclude tlwt these sentences are to be
taken in an unqualified sense. That _when
the Pope protests that the Church ts not
hostile to technical progress, he means that
any technical inr:ovatio~ must b~ accept_ed
because it is an mnovatwn, and zrr_espectwe
of its possible effect on man and soczety.
Actually he means, and can mean, nothing of the kind, and it would _be un~oubt~dly
a fresh source of distress to Hzs Holzness zf he
knew that his words could so be taken.
The point is that the Church does not
oppose (or welcome) novelty in techniq_ue
because it is novel. If anyone were so fooliSh
as to ask, for example, whether the Chur~h
approved of the n,ovelty of the damp-cours~ m
building, the Pope, or any other the~logzan,
would reply that any such ingenious diScovery

was altogether admirable. If the subject were
enlarged, however, to include consideration
of the equally novel and abominable machinemade bricks which can only be used at all by
virtue of that same damp-course, the theologian would reply that tlze second novelty went
far to nullify the benefit of the fi1·st.
Technique does not exist in vacuo. It i!
applied to men and to society, and by its
effect on men and on society it must be
judged.
The Pope is refuting the legend that t!te
r;hurch says "I NEVER HEARD OF
THIS BEFORE, THEREFORE IT IS

EVIL."
At the other pole of absurdity is the
notion that the Pope says " THIS IS NEW,
THEREFORE IT MUST BE GOOD."
His actual meaning we may presume to
paraphrase in the words " BY THEIR
FRUITS YOU SHALL KNOW THEM."

The nature of soil fertility can only be
understood if it is considered in relation to
ature's round. In this study we must at the
outset emancipate ourselves from the conventional approach to agricultural problems by
means of the sepa rate sciences and above all
from the statistical condemnation of the evidence afforded by the ordinary field experiment. Instead of breaking up the subject into
fragments and studying agri~ulture in piecemeal fashion by the analypcal methods of
science, appropriate only to the discovery of
new facts, we must adopt a synthetic approach
and look at the wheel of life as one great
subject and not as if it were a patchwork _of
unrelated things. All the phases of the life
cycle are closely connected; all are integral
to Nature's activity; all are equally important;
none can be omitted.-Sir Albert Howard:

An Agricultural Testament.

"And from the Renaissance Princes there
Rowed so strong a new current that t~e Catholic Princes of the Counter-ReformatiOn, led
by the French and Spanish monarchies,
sought, and with some succes~, to make ~~ the
Church an annexe to the1r palaces. -A

Tablet Editorial.

JEREMIAS AND THE LAND
By THE REV. H. E . G. ROPE, M.A.

I

horizon, unmarked because the most were
bewitched with dream s of ever-growing prosperity. Among Cathol ics, M anning was the
most outstanding; among non-Catholics
Rusk in. In 1872 the latter wrote words that'
unheeded save by a handful at the time, start!~
us to-day by their foresightfulness. " In a
little while, the discoveries of which we arc
now so proud will be familiar to all . . . But
the misu c we ma~e of our discoveries will
be remembered aga inst us, in eternal history;
. . . . our chemistry of agriculture will be
taunted with the memories of irremediable
fa mine; and our mechanical contrivance will
only m ake the age of the mi trailleuse more
abhorred than that of the g uillotine." (The
Eagle's Nest, ii, 34).
Until about 1935 the great business world
was wont to dismiss our cau e as the "f::!d"
of a few "Erewhonian roman tics." In that
year it w:J.s full y vi ndicated in a Governmentordered survey, The Rape of the Earth, in
whose wake we find a cloud of witnesses,
practical farmers like Lord L ymington and
Lord North bourne and that prince of practical
resc:::archers Sir Albert Howard, besides such
medical testimon y as the Cheshire Doctors'
report and D r. G. T. Wrench's Wheel of
Health (1938). I t is vain to mutter "cra nks"
against such a weight of testimony. Your
self-styled practical man has appealed to
science and science has given against him. He
would fain ignore the judgment, but the war
is making this impossible. · His "fertilisers" in
the end prove famine-bearers.
The Jews who spurned their prophet
thought to find security in Egypt, but soon
experienced the invasion of Egypt by the very
Chaldeans they fled from, of which he had
fo retold them. They who had called him a
liar and (in modern parlance) pro-Chaldean,
now tasted the truth of his message. The
Egypt of Industrialism, we were told by those
who prophesied smooth things, would for
ever do away with fa mine. Yet famine pursued and bids fair to overtake us. Soil erosion
is our nemesis. Long before this appeared
Leo XIII had rai~ed his voice for an owning

an excellent book on Jeremias I find this
pregnant sentence: "The men of J ucla
had fallen under a more gnevous curse than
that of famine, thev were ·cursed with :he
evil of finance."* Trul y a word in cason.
Jerusalem had been sacked by ebuchadnczzar (or -drezzar), and her people ~arried away
to bondage in Babylon, because they had
defied the warnings God had sent them by
His prophet. With Jeremias the remna~t
gradually rallied about Ma~phath, under thw
faithful countryman Godoltas, whom the conqueror had been wise enough to set over
them, and began a work of national reparation. Those who had sought refuge in
Ammon and other borderlands "returned out
of all the places to which they had fled, and
they came into the land of Juda to Godolias
to Masphath : and they gathered wine and :1
very great harvest" (Jer. xl, 12). All went
well until a brigand, Ishmahcl and his band,
probably suborned by the Ammonite power,
broke in and by treachery murdered Godolias,
whereafter foolish counsels once more overbore Jeremias, who warned his people to stay
on, and the fatal way was taken to Egypt.
The Chaldean invasion had sent the
Jewish remnant landwards, and made fruitful
many long-abandoned acres, now left by
foolish counsels to the invader. The present
devastating war must at length drive us
willy-nilly back to tillage, and we cannot
doubt that Finance will be looking about
betimes for effective if le s violent Ishmahels.
The money-lords and news-lords are busily
"planning" our "future," and clearly resolved
by hook or by crook to keep their own domination and maintain for their subjects that
sub-human mechanised existence which accompanies cheap rhetoric about freedom .
Not if they can help it will any free Englishman, owning hearth, field or workshop, disturb their ancient solitary reign. Retribution,
however, overtook the band of Ishmahel.
Victorian England had a few far-sighted
seers who strove to warn their countrymen in
time of what was looming unmarked on the
• Jeremias : Man of Tears, by Dom Hubert van
Zeller.
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peasantry. lf he and his successors had been
heeded we should ere now have escaped from
our Egypt, and returned to hearth and home,
field :1nd workshop, under the protection of
the conq uering Sign. In rejecting the Cross
we chose the yoke of Mammon. By the Cross
alone can we hope for deliverance from bondage and exile.

~e are very glad to see that the e il of
the lied_co~tage-probably the fundamental
rural 1111 qu1ty-is dealt with faithfully by the
authors.
Definitely a book necessary to the towns-H.R.
man who has seen the red light.

WORLD WITHOUT END
REVIEW
BACK TO THE COUNTRY, by
F. D . Smith, D.Sc., and Barbara
Wilcox (A . and C. Black, 6/- net) .
The authors have already produced a
volume of general hints for the urban sap
who wants to live in the country. This one
is for the urban sap who wants to make a
living there.
There is nothing in either which the
countryman does not know, but plenty for
which the urban immigrant would otherwise
have to pay pretty dearly by experience. To
any bold explore_r who wan_ts to make a living
on his own, th1s book w11l save a mort of
trouble. It consists of platitudes, to be sure,
but one of the main sources of our woes is
that people are shy of talking platitudes.
All of it is practical in present circumstances, and almost all of it is adequate and
sound. The exceptions are (e.g.) that the
bacon-curer would want a good deal more
instruction than the authors give him, and
that they do not envisage anything but a
highly individual enterpri e. The dif!i~ulties
which would be evaded by commumttes are
nowhere mentioned but everywhere obvious.
The pungent common sense of the
authors may be illustrated by a quotation :
"What is fertility? Soil physicists, chemists,
mycologists, entomologists and all the other
agricultural scientists give the answer in_ about
a mill ion well-chosen words. You w1ll not
understand most of it, but do not let that
dismay you. These specialists hardly understand one another, and in any case they will
be saying something else to-morrow." (p. 84).
They proceed to praise and quote Sir
Albert Howard's Agricultural Testament,
thus proving Maritain's dictum that common
sense is the instinctive use of reason.

. Here on this farm we became familiar
wn_h the cycle of work on the land from early
spnng till Christmas. The bush harrow
plough, sickle and the team of horses becam~
bmiliar objects to us all, and we saw and took
part in many of the operations of the farm.
We. ca~e to know the whole process of the
culuvatwn of hops from the ploughing be~.we~n the .:'hills," a_n d. the stringing and
twJddlmg, to the p1Ckmg and drying and
the ~casting on pay day. The charcoal b~rner
earned on his ancient trade at our very
door . . . .
Mrs. Turner . . . . taught me how to
m ake and bake bread in the brick oven. How
I loved this work-getting the oven white
hot with burning faggots, and raking the hot
ash in a circle, sweeping the Aoor clean with
a wet besom, then with a long iron spadeshaped implement whose name I forget, putting the loaves in the clean hot bricks, and
seeing them begin to rise before I had time
to shut the iron door, and banking up the
hot ashes against it to keep out the draught.
All this had to be done ery quickly, so that
the oven should not get cool before every loaf
was in. She taught me how to make the
dough, set it, and shape it into loaves.
All this work I loved, as I did the housework, the gardening or any work which gave
m y strong body exercise and which satisfied
m y spirit with its human necessity. D avid
too was glad for me to do these things, and I
tried m y hand at brewing, wine-making, hoppicking and even reaping. Of course, haymaking on the lovely slope of Blooming
meadow was a festival for us all at the farm,
and we learnt how the ricks that rose like a
town in the rick yard were shaped so symmetrically, and thatched as carefully as a
house. It is this full life of homely doings
that I remember chiefly at the fa rm-the

done the s::tme work and whose fathers'
fathers too; the work of the farm , leisured as
the coming a nd going of the seasons; the
lovely cycle of plo u~hing, sowing and reapmg; the slow expenenced labourers, whose
knowledge had come to them as the acorns
come to the oaks, whose skill had come as the.
swallows' skill, who are satisfied in their hard
life as the oaks and the swallows in theirs.
How I l~ved it all, a nd with what joy and
strength 1t filled my be1ng, so that when I
needed joy and strength they did not fail me.
-Fmm "As it was .. .. world without
end" by Helen Thomas ( wife of
Edr.flard Thomas, the poet) .

early morning expeditions . . . . to a large
pond about three miles ::tway to fish for perch
and roach and even pike; the walks . . . ; the
picking and storing of apples; the making of
quince jam; the finding of an owl's or a
nightingale's nest; the wood-pecker which
cut the air in scallops as it Aew from oak to
o::tk; the white owl which brought its young
to the roof ridge to be fed; the beautiful
plough-horses with their shining brass ornaments; the cows going into their stalls like
people going into their pews in Church; the
building and thatching of the ricks; the hedging and ditching; the wood cutting and
faggot binding by men whose fathers had

DAILY BREAD BEAUTY: III
Extracts from the W ritings o f Pro fessor Letha by
The task of civilisation is to add to wh::tt
may be loved.
Fair surroundings afTect the mind, and
order is moral as well ::ts material.
There will be no architecture while there
are architects.
Parliament h::ts much procedure but little
.,
proceeds from it.
Education should be for integration; it
has been for isolation.
Man has become a tax-paying animal.
A great modern disease is parasitis.
Parliament should a nxiously discuss children's toys and such like erious things.
Art 1s a natural human aptitude, which
has been explained almost out of existence.
Unless our towns are cultured, our children will not be well-nurtu red : cities are
larger cradles.
. ~he labourer is a creator, the philosopher
a CfltJC.
Work should be the best form of p lay.
Life is from the soil.
Esthetic theories can only be understood
by experts, and they only think that they
understand.
Great Art, like g reat Science, is the discovery of necessity.
The best use of praise is to make us
h umble.
Means are too prone to eat up ends.

"Energy is life-beauty is happy energy."
"The only thing I know is this, that
Beauty is the measure Providence has given
us to judge of life by not the mere 'aesthetic'
tick le k ind of beauty, but the spirit-contenting
thing, which we all know in part-instead of
driven on nobody knows where by railways
and factories-the 'iron road .' Supposing it
is the nature of things, we should measure improvement by beauty, not by so-called wealth
- mere quantity of stupid things and stupid
people. Can you think how I (while bound
up with the amusements which London ofTers
in the way of brighf friends and the British
Museum and so on) yet hate it with a profound and frig htened hatred?-thi City
without beauty which is the type of what all
other cities are to be while the age of commercial valuation of things last. . . . "
"One must pu t on the entire garment of
the spirit in order to be able to see a
Cathedral. . . . In looking at them we must
get rid of the idea of 'design,' as we now
speak of it-one-man-thick design. Then it
was two thousand men thick. . . . "
"Building was the evolution of practical
experimental masonry . . .. There are only
two ways-the workers can be artists following a tradition and exploring the possibilities,
or they can be organised as 'hands,' with a
ma n in the office to do the 'designs' .. .. "
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When Richc:s come in at the door, Reality
flies out of the wmdow.
Art is not shape and appearance; it is
fine response to nobfe requirement.
Every generation stains its children to its
ewncolour.
Much modern education is applying
fomentations to make hot heads.
Where beliefs are bad, unbelievers are
the faithful.
The best that we can do with money is
to do without it.
We must beware lest we become .meclt,.,
anised men in a macadamised world.
We need missioners and martyrs of
labour.
This inspecting at Bir.mingham and here
is not formal; it is part of the hope of ~g
rational artistic crafts understoOd and \praoo
tised, for that way lies salvation, for the
"hallowing of labour" is "our one fitst aim""
at the present time. It is the one thing which
can supplant the crude fight for gold that all
.
.rnodctn civilisation has &cOme . • . .
I should like to be on :t little isl:uia
w.ithout newspapers. Isn't it~ most m.tUJ...
garising kind of civilisation there can ~
newspaper civilisation? And what a thiil2 is
power tO man? l was thinking die · oaier
<lay ~if some IVupp or AtltlStrong inveated a t,ooo-foot gun which wOUld abC;lUb t'Le
moon lour .t~~)a.t-a Shot, ,Mr. ClaainbiraDt! Mr. ~ wOUld be IoWtd to putt;
the stri.ng1
Only DO'VI!!ftv,

OUR NEIGHBOURS' LANDMARKS
A Staum~nt by the Most Rev. A. J. Muench, D.D., Bishop of Fargo and President
of the National Catholic Rural Life Conference of America

civilisation is rooted in family culT RUE
ture. Without it civilization cannot
endure; without it civilization will decay and
die. Alive to this great historical truth, the
National Catholic Rural Life Conference
bends all its activities toward the preservation
and promotion of family culture.
The material basis of family culture is
ownership. That is true of both the urban
and rural family. For this reason the Catholic
Rural Life Movement gives its support to all
measures, legislative or otherwise, that seck
to promote the family-type farm. It views
with much concern the trend toward tenancy,
commercialized farming, and large concentrated landholdings.
The tenancy system in the United States
is possibly the worst among civilized nations.
The tenant has no security because of shortterm leases; he receives no compensation,
except in rare instances, for any improvements he makes on soil or buildings; he is
given neither incentive nor means in most
cases to rise from tenancy to the ownership of
an independent well-establi~hed freehold.
Commercialized farming is destructive of
family culture. It brings the factory system
with its managers, foremen and hired labour
on the farmsteads of rural America. The making of profits rather than the making of a
living becomes the first concern of commercialized farming. A landless proletariat is
the result. Family life cannot prosper under
such conditions. Neither can democracy, for
a system of servile farming is destructive of
basic rights and freedoms.
For similar reasons large concentrated
landholdings are ~armful to true family culture. Because of their baneful influence on
family culture and human progress, Roman
Pontiffs have not hesitated in the past to
appeal to the powers of the State to insure a
more equitable distribution of the habitable
lands of the earth. In his Pentecostal encyclical of this year Pope Pius XII reasserted the
teaching of Rerum Novarum that "the land is

the holding on which the family lives, and
from the products of which it draws all or
part of its subsistence." Calling for a recognition of the right of the family to a vit~l
space, he continued: "If to-day the concept
of the creation of vital spaces is at the centre
of social and political aims, should not one,
before an else, think of the vital space of the
family and free it of the fetters of conditions
which do not permit even to formulate the
idea of a homestead of one's own?" This is
a statement of tremendous import which,
viewed in the light of the trend toward concentrated landholdings, would appear to
justify, in the minds of sane and balanced
thinkers, the usc of graduated land taxes for
the protection of the family-type farm.
Among the many agencies of self-help to
safeguard and foster family culture, cooperatives hold a foremost place. In essence
they are the banding together of families for
the securing of both material and cultural
advantages. Co-operatives must be given their
rightful place in the agricultural economy
because they form a strong bulwark on the
one hand against collectivized farming directed and controlled by the State and on the
other hand against isolationistic individualism
with its exploitation of the weak and defenceless in human society. Guided away from
the shoals of materialism and secula~ism by
the spirit of social justice and social charity,
co-operatives will prove to be powerful factors
for the establishment of a well-balanced social
order.
The National Catholic Rural Life Conference takes an integral view of rural problems. It does not lose out of sight the simple
but most important fact that the farmer too
is a combination of body and soul. He too
does not live by bread alone. To approach
the solution of rural problems merely from
the material side would in the end solve
nothing. Spiritual factors must not be left
out of account. Religion must play its part
in forming true family living and culture.

